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CHEilfICAL NOTES 
ON ERRORS IN THE DETERMINATION OF THE DENSI

HE~ OF MIXED VAP0URs.-;n the Compt. Rend., lxxxiii., 
Messrs. Troost an~ Hautefemlle record some experiments 
mac\e by them to discover the error which occurs in deter
mmmg the vapour-density of sub,tances by the application 
of the law of Dalton on the tension of mixed gases and 
Boyle and Gay-Lussac's laws, as applied to a mixtu~e of 
the vapour examined, either with air or with some other 
vapour. They examined a mixture of carbon and silicium 
chlondes, using a modified form of Gay-Lussac's vapour
densi_ty apparatus. On increasing the amount of carbon 
c?londe, the tension of the silicium chloride diminished. 
1 he vapour-density o'. silicium chloride alone varied only 
from 5·94 to 6·o, but m presence of carbon chloride was 
found to mcrease 6·27 to 8·2. 

ON THE PROPERTIES OF RUTHENIUM.-ln the same 
journal an account is given by Messrs. St. Claire-Deville 
and H. Debray, on the physical and chemical properties 
of the above metal. They find that the metal forms an 
oxide RnO2, !hus differing from osmium. By fusing the 
pllre n~etal with potash and saltpetre, then saturating the 
rmhentate thus formed with chlorine, and distilling in a 
current of th~ gas at about 80° C., they obtain the tetra
oxide RuO4 m yellow crystals, which when reduced 
yields the pure metal. The metal the/ obtained by puri~ 
tication from its alloy with zinc, was found to have a 
density of _12·261 at o0

• They also obt~ined a compound, 
Ru 2KiO 8, m black crystals, on saturatrnµ- the rutheniate 
of potash with chlorine. For the analy~is of ruthenium 
ores, the process they e~1ploy is based ~:m the foregoing 
remarks. After the fus10n of the ore with saltpetre and 
potash, the whole mass is distilled with chlorine the ex
C<eSS of gas, together with the RuO4, being abs~rbed by 
solut10n of potash. The potash solution is then treated 
with alcohol which precipitates the ruthenium as oxide 
and this is finally reduced to the metallic state with 
hydrogen. 

AC0NITIC ACID IN CANE JUICE AND RAW SUGAR.
In a late number of the American Chemist an account is 
given by Dr. Arno Behr of some experiments he has con
ducted on the above subject. For examining the pro
perties of this acid he has found the so-called melado a 
proper material, this substance being merely cane juice 
boiled down to a concentration such as allows the sugar 
to crystallise out, the mother liquor being then drawn off 
and used for the production of the acid. The author has 
analyse~ an acid substance form~d b~ decomposing its 
ammoma compound with sulphuric acid and extracting 
with ether, and assigns to it the composition C6 H 6O6• He 
has also prepared silver, calcium, and ammonium salts of 
the acid body, the per centage composition of these salts 
agreeing closely with the theoretical composition of the 
silver, calcium, and ammonium aconitates. Although 
from the results of his analyses he has no doubt of the 
substance in question being aconitic acid, yet the melting 
point, 172-173° C., which he found was not in.accordance 
with that generally given, viz., 140° C.0 

; the author there
fore prepared some pure acid which had a melting point 
of 168-169° C. The acid formed from aconitine fused 
at 165° C. It is difficult, however, to determine the melt
ing point as the acid is decomposed in the process of 
melting. The author has found the melado to contain 
o 149 per cent. of aconitic acid. The sweet waters 
from charcoal filters used in refining raw sugar contain it 
in an appreciable quantity, and some molasses sugars 
give a peculiarly opaque solution from which a sandy 
sediment is deposited, appearing under the microscope to 
consist of small rhombohedral crystals, and which, on 
analysis, proved to be calcium aconite. The author thinks 
aconitic acid to be a normal constituent of sugar, and that 
it is worthy of remark that the two plants yielding the 
most sugar-the beet-root and sugar-cane-also _produce 

t~o- acids standing so chemically near each other as 
cttnc and aconitic acids, and which contain in their 
molecules the same number of carbon atoms as fruit 
sugar. 

MINERALS CONTAINING COLUMBIUM FROM NEW 
LOCALITrns IN THE UNITED STATES.-Mr. J. L. Smith, 
of Lo_uisv1lle, has examined several species of minerals 
contarning columbium, and claims the restoration of this 
n'."-me for_ the metal instead of that of niobium, generally 
given to_ 1t m England and on the Continent. His reason 
for makmg this reclamation is that the name niobic acid 
was incorrectly given by H. Rose to one of the acids 
fou:1-d by him in his researches on the columbite of Bode
m_a1s, and subsequently proved by him to be identical 
~1th the columbtc acid originally discovered by Hatchett 
m 1801. The name niobic acid, ho~ever, given by Rose, 
has never been altered, and Mr. Smith thinks the orio-inal 
columbic acid should have been retained. In remarks on 
the chemical_ constitution of the minerals described by 
him, Mr. SmHh thmks that the composition of the colum
bates, although appearing. at first sight compleJC and 
irregular, becomes much simpler when due allo,vance is 
made for the intermixture of the different varieties with 
each other. Columbite, the best known of the minerals 
can be well recognised as a simple columbate of iron ancl 
manganese ; microlite appears to be a columbate of lime -
pyrochlore, a columbate of the cerium oxides and Iim/ 
):mt w~ether or not a neutral columbate remains to b~ 
mvesttgated. Hatchetolite he considers as a neutral 
columbate of uranium and lime, and samarskite a basic 
columbate of iron, uranium, and yttrium oxides. Yttro
tantalite .and euxenite are basic col11mbates of yttrium 
and uranmm, _ t~e first bemg anhydrous when pure, the 
secc_md contammg water. Fergusonite is a hydrated 
basic columbate of yttna, and Rogersite, a columbate still 
more baste. In arranging a general view of these minerals 
Mr: Smith does not take into account the constituents 
which exist in small quantit:es only. 

COEFFICIENT OF CAPILLARITY FOR CERTA[N 
LIQUIDS.-_:M. Gueront, in the Comptes Rendus (lxxxi1i. 
1291) descnbe~ experiments in which h~ finds that in any 
senes of orgamc compounds the co~ffic1ent of capillarity 
decre lSes as the amount of carbon m the substance in
creases._ He has _examined three series of bodies, the 
fatty acids, the acid ethers of ethylic alcohol and the 
ethero formed by the union of acetic acid with th~ different 
fatty alcohols. In the series of fatty acids those members 
above propionic acid agree with the above statement but 
the tw_o lowest_ memb~rs, acetic and propionic acids: are 
except10ns ; this he thmks probably due to impurities ; the 
two sen~s of ether~, however, agree perfectly with the law. 
i;:rom his o~seI:'attons it becomes evident that the coeffic 
c1ent of cap1llanty of the ethers is higher than that of the 
alcohols. or the a<:ids from which they are formed, showing 
that the mtroductlon of an organic radical into the alcohol 
molecu\e renders th~ body more fluid. On comparing the 
two senes of ethers 1t was found that the isomeric ethers 
h~ve nearly the same coefficient, but the acids isomeric 
~1th t~em ~re much lower. Thus valeric acid, which is 
1somei:1c with ethyl propionate and propyl acetate, has . a 
coefficient only about one quarter that· of these latter. 
The reason suggested for this difference is that in the two 
isomeric. ethers atoms are grouped in a similar way 
while in the isomeric acids the grouping is different. ' 
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SUN-SPOT PE_RIODS AND AUI}OR;lS FROM 1773 to 1827. 
:-We_have received :1- commumcauon from Mr. Buchan 
mclosmg the followmg table, showing the number of 
auror3:s observed by Mr. James Hoy at, or in the vicinity 
of, Edinburgh, «:ach year from I 77 3 to 1781, and at Gordon 
Castle, Banffsh1re, from 1781 to. 1827 :-
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